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A B S T R A C T   

Meteorological conditions play a major influence on the indoor conditions of buildings, especially in southern 
European countries, where the hygrothermal requirements are systematically neglected, on contrast to northern 
European countries. Outdoor conditions will greatly differ with a building’s location, even more if climate 
change is considered. Designing or retrofitting should take the climate requirements and, if necessary, adapt 
appropriately. 

This paper presents a methodology that can easily assess the variance of the indoor climate or even the 
performance of a retrofit measure in accordance with location. The methodology encompasses five steps: 1) Set 
meteorological data; 2) Build outdoor weather files; 3) Obtain interface soil/slab temperature; 4) Obtain simulation 
outputs; and 5) Build map. This methodology is flexible in terms of location/region, computational model, re-
quirements and weather data. 

A model of a historic church was used to compute current and future climates’ distribution for Portugal. It was 
shown that the indoor climates are more moderate on locations near the coast than on those in the interior of the 
country, and that the buffering effect is higher in the west coast than in the south coast. A significant increase in 
terms of indoor temperature from scenario RCP 4.5 to RCP 8.5 is expected. In most of the coastal zones, an 
increase in RH is expected in the near future, whilst in some interior regions, a decrease is expected. Finally, it 
was shown that when using an adequate interpolation function, the coarser grid can correctly simulate the 
geographical distribution of the indoor conditions.   

1. Introduction 

A great number of buildings that house artefacts are historic build-
ings, which due to their very thick walls and low window/wall ratio are 
considered as high thermal inertia buildings [1]. This means that the 
variation of the indoor climate has a considerable time lag in corre-
spondence with the variation of the outdoor conditions. 

Due to these characteristics as well as the expected effects of climate 
change, it can be difficult to guarantee the proper indoor conditions for 
the preservation of artefacts – i.e. they do not suffer biological, chemical 
or mechanical decay [2,3]. When dealing with this type of buildings it is 

also necessary to take into account the building’s occupants’ thermal 
comfort [4] – either using an analytical model (e.g. Ref. [5]) or an 
adaptive model (e.g. Ref. [6]), and the building’s energy consumption, 
which due to sustainability reasons, must be the lowest possible. 

Modern passive retrofit measures, such as the replacement of the 
window systems or the application of a wall insulation system, are hard 
to implement in this type of buildings due to their heritage value [7] and 
the possible loss of authenticity [8]. In turn, this makes their indoor 
climate more prone to the effects of climate change [9], which makes 
both the building, as well as its content (e.g. artefacts) and its occupants 
(in terms of comfort), more prone to the effects of climate change. 
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Hence, it is of the utmost importance to determine how the indoor 
climate in this type of buildings is going to be in the future, so that the 
applied measures can have the greatest mitigation potential possible 
and, therefore, preserve the artefacts for future generations. 

Due to the previously mentioned limitations imposed to modern 
interventions, their selection procedure must be based on a non- 
destructive method [10], such as, the two-step procedure of first 
monitor the indoor climate and then built computational calibrated 
models (e.g. Refs. [11,12]). This allows to perform “what-if scenarios” to 
choose the best-case scenario without inflicting unnecessary damage to 
the cultural heritage. 

Climate change is one of the key challenges faced by mankind 
nowadays, since it will greatly influence the environment, human health 
and both global and local economy. Furthermore, these changes will 
also negatively affect the durability of buildings [13,14]. The effects of 
climate change will differ mainly according to how the world’s energy 
consumption and the respective supply structure will evolve in the 
future, which can have great variability [15]. It is important to have the 
notion that the effects of climate change will differ in accordance with 
location [16]. This means that the recommended improvement mea-
sures should be fitted to the location of the case-study, thus taking into 
account the variation of the outdoor climate in the future for that 
location [17]. 

Due to the variability of all the factors that affect the emission of 
greenhouse gases (GHG) and, consequently, the outdoor climate, it is 
necessary to describe the different ways in which the outdoor climate 
might evolve. For this purpose, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) developed several scenarios that are grounded on 
different assumptions. Their driving forces are the demographic and 
socio-economic developments, as well as the technological evolution 
and land use change [15]. 

The IPCC has reflected the expected changes that the outdoor climate 
will suffer by means of producing comprehensive assessment reports 
(ARs). Due to the need to reflect the updates suffered by climate change 
modelling, there is a need to produce new ARs periodically [15,18,19]. 
The future outdoor conditions that will be used in this study were 
determined in accordance with the scenarios of the 5th Assessment 
Report (AR5), named Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP). 
Nonetheless, the most recent report is the 6th assessment report [20], 
which was gradually published, starting August 2021, but its scenarios 
still have not been actively used in building science. 

The RCPs describe four different ways in which the greenhouse 
gases, the air pollutants emissions, the atmospheric concentrations and 
the changes of land use can evolve in the future, namely [21]: RCP 2.6 
(stringent mitigation scenario), RCP 4.5 and RCP 6.0 (two intermediate 
scenarios), RCP 8.5 (high GHGs emissions). Contrary to the previous 
Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) scenarios [18], some of the 
RCPs’ scenarios include future climate policies [22]. Whilst RCP 2.6 is a 
mitigation scenario that includes this sort of policies to reduce the GHGs 
emission; the RCP 6.0 and RCP 8.5 are baseline scenarios that do not 
include these policies, thus reaching a higher level of GHGs emissions 
[21]. 

The climate change projected by the RCPs’ scenarios for Europe in 
terms of patterns and magnitude are the following [16]: 1) increase of 
the global temperature all over Europe, but to a bigger extent in 
southern Europe during the summer, as well as in northern Europe 
during the winter; 2) decrease of precipitation in southern Europe, and 
its increase in northern Europe; 3) increase in the number of heat waves, 
droughts and heavy precipitation events; 4) increase of the global mean 
sea level, as well as extreme sea level events (e.g. storms); and 5) slight 
increase of the extreme wind speed during winter in central and 
northern Europe, and its slight decrease in southern Europe. 

Although the variance of the outdoor climate is more substantial 
when different regions of the world are compared, e.g. when the climate 
of an African country is compared with the climate of a European 
country, the geographical variation of the outdoor climate between 

different regions of Europe is also visible [23]. The Iberian Peninsula is 
expected to be one of the most affected regions of Europe with the in-
crease of temperature in summer and the decrease of precipitation, 
among others [16]. However, the outdoor climate variance’s magnitude 
and rate will also differ for each location [16], which means that the 
indoor climate of historic buildings will also differ [24]. 

An efficient way of visualizing data when assessing the variation of 
any parameter across a large zone (e.g. a country), is by building vari-
ation maps. This way of data visualization is a frequently used technique 
in several fields (e.g. Refs. [25–30]), even in the artefacts conservation 
field, since it allows to easily visualize a parameter distribution 
throughout the selected area, e.g. either inside a building [28] or across 
a region/country [30]. This type of data representation can be obtained 
by either using monitored data or simulated data, which will generate 
specific point-data depending on the selected grid. This will be then 
transformed into a distribution map by means of using, for example, a 
spatial interpolation method [28]. 

Several studies using this type of data visualization form can be 
found in literature, but the purpose of these maps or how they are built 
significantly varies with the study goals. For instance, a straight form of 
using this methodology is to have a distribution of the indoor conditions 
so that the quality of the indoor climate for occupants can be ensured, as 
was carried out by Choi et al. [28] and Yu et al. [25]. Although both 
studies use the distribution maps based on measured data to ensure 
indoor climate quality, Choi et al. [28] focusses their assessment in IEQ 
factors (i.e. PPD, CO2, VOCs and PM2.5), while Yu et al. [25] focusses on 
indoor temperature to limit the indoor occupancy. This methodology 
can also be used, for example, to assess the thermal comfort outside 
buildings [26]. None of the previously addressed studies consider 
climate change to perform their assessments [25–30]. 

This data visualization technique can also be coupled to simulation 
software to study a region/country behaviour, as it will be performed in 
this study. For example, a very interesting and complete study was 
carried out by Vandemeulebroucke et al. [27], who run an enormous set 
of 1D simulations to assess the degradation risk of masonry in the future 
by means of using “Climate-based analysis” and “Response-based anal-
ysis” indices. This work is carried out for 10 specific climates, i.e. one for 
each climate zone in Europe and the Mediterranean, focussing the 
assessment on the building elements. In contrast, Verichev et al. [29] 
and Rajput et al. [30] use a whole-building simulation tool but both 
focus on energy simulations, which are much quicker to run than 
hygrothermal simulations [31], as it will be performed in this study. 
Moreover, both studies assess the energy consumption without consid-
ering climate change. Rajput et al. [30] focusses in a zone of the city of 
Chicago and used 375 grid points to build their maps, while Verichev 
et al. [29] focusses on a much larger region of Chile using 680 grid points 
for map building. 

This type of presenting data is not a novelty in this scientific area 
since, for example, Huijbregts et al. [32] and other authors (e.g. Refs. [9, 
33–35]), have already carried out similar representations. However, the 
data that is presented in these maps differs, as well as the adopted in-
puts, among other aspects. For instance, the TU/e team developed two 
interesting studies in which the variance of several parameters (such as, 
indoor conditions, artefacts’ decay and energy consumption) are shown 
in maps [9,32]. These works and others of the same kind were carried 
out under the scope of the “Climate for Culture” project [36], in which 
they determined the future indoor climate of historic buildings across 
Europe to “plan more effectively mitigation and adaption measures at 
various levels” [36]. A coarser grid was used, but the study was based on 
different typologies of historic buildings, which is natural due to the size 
of the assessed area. 

Both studies used a similar methodology, i.e. assess the future indoor 
conditions – obtained from a calibrated historic building model coupled 
with future outdoor files – using damage functions, which obtained 
similar conclusions [9,32]. Firstly, it is expected that artefacts are not 
safe from some sort of decay in any location in Europe, this means that 
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the decay risks will differ according to the location. Secondly, the 
chemical decay risk is low, and the risk of mechanical decay and bio-
logical decay is high for cold and humid climates; while for the warm 
and dry climates, the biological decay risk is low, and the risk of 
chemical and mechanical decay is more critical. 

The main difference between these two studies resides on the origin 
of the weather files. Whilst Ref. [9] uses the weather data from 138 
weather stations that is available on Meteonorm and then interpolates 
for all of Europe, Ref. [32] uses the weather data from A1B scenario for 
468 locations in Europe, thus having a finer grid across Europe, and, 
consequently, more accurate results. 

More recently, van Schijndel and Schellen [33] created a very 
complete methodology that aims to predict and map the energy demand 
in historic buildings across Europe whilst taking into account climate 
change. The methodology, as is explained by them, is a four-step pro-
cedure that includes the development of the following tools: 1) Future 
weather files; 2) Building simulation models; 3) Museums classification 
system; and 4) Outputs mapping presentation tool [33]. In order to make 
the study more comprehensive, sixteen different models were run, each 
with one of four quality of envelope (QoE) and one of four level of 
control (LoC) [33]. However, to make the study feasible, the simulations 
were run for 300 locations across Europe, which means a rather coarse 
grid, and the run models correspond to a room that is representative of 
historic buildings. This latter option has the drawback of not considering 
the whole building with its characteristics. Nonetheless, these two 
simplifications are understandable given that 16 models were run, 
which means a total of 4800 hygrothermal simulations. 

This study aims to analyse the variance of the future indoor climate 
of high thermal inertia buildings in Portugal, one of the countries that 
composes the Iberian Peninsula. For this purpose, an original method-
ology to build maps that show the geographical distribution of the in-
door conditions was developed. Due to its nature, this methodology is 
backed by several software, i.e. WUFI®Plus [31], EnergyPlus [37] and 
MATLAB/OCTAVE, depending on the used computer, i.e. MATLAB is 
used in computer 1 and OCTAVE is used in computers 2 (see subsection 
2.3). 

The future outdoor weather files were built using the methodology 
described in standard EN 15927-4 [38] and the global radiation was split 
in its direct and diffuse components using the Skartveit and Olseth model 
[39,40]. The future indoor conditions – temperature and relative hu-
midity – were obtained running a calibrated computational model of a 
high thermal inertia building [31,37], which computes and outputs 
them, coupled to the developed weather files. Finally, the obtained re-
sults were assessed and presented in the form of maps. 

The study described here also uses a calibrated whole-building 
computational model of a high thermal inertia historic building and 
RCP future weather files to develop the shown maps, but with a much 
finer grid to characterize the selected zone (i.e. 229 locations just for 
Portugal) when compared with the previously mentioned studies. This 
will allow to detect the most susceptible areas in Portugal to the effects 
of climate change. 

In addition, the developed mapping tool is extremely adaptable and 
all the methodology presented in 2.3 runs automatically, which in-
creases its efficiency and at the same time decreases the risk of human 
error, i.e. eliminates operations associated with monotonous work [41], 
e.g. inputting the weather file and soil/slab temperature for numerous 
simulations [17]. Finally, the grid points spacing was also analysed. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Research questions and aims 

This paper studies the geographical variance of the indoor climate – 
temperature and relative humidity – of historic buildings with high 
thermal inertia under current and future conditions to determine the 
building’s performance under the climate changes. This will enable to 

determine the areas in Portugal most susceptible to the effects of climate 
change, and, therefore, implement proper changes fitted for each loca-
tion to safeguard the indoor climate. 

For this purpose, a multi-step algorithm was developed that, for the 
selected zone, builds the weather files for each of the grid’s points, both 
for current and future conditions. An EnergyPlus model is run to obtain 
the soil/slab interface temperature and a WUFI®Plus model is run to 
obtain the indoor climate for each of the grid defined points. 

The study is conducted using a computational model of a 13th-cen-
tury church typical across Portugal. The geographical variance of each 
of the studied parameters – temperature and relative humidity – is 
presented in the form of maps, which were developed for free-floating 
indoor conditions: indoor air temperature in the near future and far 
future (subsection 3.1); and indoor air relative humidity in the near 
future and far future (subsection 3.2). The developed maps represent the 
variations for Portugal since it is part of one of Europe’s regions that is 
expected to be mostly affect by climate change [17]. 

In addition, the grid size is also studied (subsection 3.3) to determine 
if it is possible to reduce computational cost by using a coarser grid, i.e. 
use a 0.4◦ grid instead of a 0.2◦, without decreasing the results’ accuracy 
substantially. Four interpolation functions are tested, i.e. linear, cubic, 
makima and spline, by comparing the results obtained from these 
functions with the corresponding results from the 0.2◦ grid. 

2.2. Case-study 

The work presented in this study was carried out using a hygro-
thermal model of a 13th-century church, which was developed in 
WUFI®Plus [31] and EnergyPlus [37]. In order to develop this model, 
both the indoor climate and the outdoor climate in the vicinity of the 
church – temperature and relative humidity – were monitored from 
November 2011 until August 2013 using a multi-sensor grid with a time 
frequency of 10 min [42] to comply with the established requirements 
for this type of monitoring campaign [43]. 

Whilst the recorded indoor conditions were used to validate the 
model, the recorded outdoor conditions were used to build the outdoor 
weather file that the model needs to run proficiently [44]. Aside from 
the vicinity measured air temperature and relative humidity, the other 
necessary outdoor parameters were used from a nearby weather station 
to build a complete outdoor weather file [31]. 

The church has thick mortared limestone walls (total thickness of 0.9 
m [31]), a ceramic tile roof, a limestone slab (total thickness of 0.2 m 
[31]) and single-glazed windows (Uwindow of 5.1 W/(m2K) [31]), and it 
is composed by several compartments, namely a nave, a mortuary, and a 
sacristy, among several other compartments, comprising a total indoor 
volume of 5250 m3 (Fig. 1). The church, which is located in the slopes of 
São Jorge castle in Lisbon, is naturally ventilated and it is not equipped 
with any type of climate control systems [42]. 

All these particularities make St. Cristóvão church a representative 
example of high thermal inertia historic buildings that exist throughout 
Portugal. Further information about either the monitoring campaign or 
the computational model can be found elsewhere [31,37,42]. 

2.3. Map development methodology 

The maps shown in this study were developed following the pro-
cedure presented in Fig. 2, which is organized in five different blocks. 
The procedure starts by defining a grid that covers the selected region/ 
country so that the geographical variability of the analysed parameter 
can be determined (i.e. 229 points in the maps shown in section 3 – 
Block #1, Fig. 2). The spacing of the grid will greatly affect the accuracy 
of the shown maps, as well as its computational cost. The finer the grid, 
the more accurate the developed map, but at the same time the 
computational cost will be higher, since a greater number of simulations 
will have to be run. The developed code adapts independently to the 
selected area/region or to a finer/coarse grid to maximize the use of this 
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methodology. 
The meteorological data, which WUFI®Plus needs to run a full 

hygrothermal simulation [44], was retrieved from the CORDEX files 
[17] for the previously selected points (Block #1, Fig. 2). The required 
meteorological data are the following: 1) temperature, 2) relative hu-
midity, 3) air pressure, 4) global radiation and diffuse radiation, 5) at-
mospheric counter radiation, 6) precipitation, 7) cloud index, 8) wind 
direction and speed [44]. The CORDEX files are yearly .nc files that 
cover the whole of Europe and part of North Africa and contain 
parameter dependent time frequencies. For this study, the used data 
corresponds to the model HadGEM2-SMHI-RCA4, which accurately 
simulates the Portuguese climate as shown by two Portuguese research 
projects [45–47]. 

Future weather conditions are outputs of complex models that take 
into account several parameters (e.g. demographic development, socio- 
economic development, technological evolution and land use change, 

among others [15]) and their variability through time. Consequently, 
the evolution of these inputs leads to different possible future condi-
tions. Normally, the predictions’ reliability can be assessed by using 
different model outputs, which are obtained from different models that 
either have different initial conditions and/or the variability of the pa-
rameters that influence the outdoor climate across the period of time is 
different. Although this is an extremely interesting scientific field, it is 
the authors belief that it falls outside of the purpose of this study, and it 
requires the use of very heavy data files that would entail a significant 
computational effort. 

This step is carried out for several periods of time, i.e. near-past (NP), 
near-future (NF) and far future (FF), as well as for two RCP scenarios, i.e. 
RCP 4.5 (intermediate scenario) and RCP 8.5 (high GHGs emissions). NP 
normally corresponds to the thirty-year period at the end of the previous 
century, 1970 to 1999 in this study. While NF corresponds to mid-21st 
century, 2020 to 2049 in this study, and FF corresponds to 21st 

Fig. 1. Plan (a) and picture of the front (b) of St. Cristóvão church [17,42].  

Fig. 2. Methodology to build the variance maps.  
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century end, i.e. 2069 to 2098. 
The elevation data was obtained resorting to the European Digital 

Elevation Model (EU-DEM v1.1) [48], which contains a 25 m spatial 
resolution with a ca. 7 m RMSE vertical accuracy, and the open source 
Geographic Information System QGIS [49]. Namely, the sample raster 
values algorithm, available in QGIS’s processing toolbox, was used to 
extract the raster values (EU-DEM) at the specified point locations. 

Secondly, the outdoor weather files were built using the methodol-
ogy of standard EN 15927-4 [38], with each weather file being built 
using 30-years’ worth of data (Block #2, Fig. 2). This methodology 
obtains the representative months of the selected locations through a 
procedure that considers long-term meteorological datasets. The values 
of temperature, relative humidity and global radiation are used to 
determine the months with the three-lowest overall rankings. Subse-
quently, it uses the wind speed for the final selection of the represen-
tative month. 

The Skartveit and Olseth model was used to split the global radiation 
into its direct and diffuse fractions since WUFI®Plus needs both to 
perform its simulations [44]. Finally, these weather files were saved in . 
wac file type [44]. All these operations, which are carried out for the 
defined grid, are performed by MATLAB so that the process is more 
time-efficient and less prone to human error [41,50]. 

Thirdly, the previously built outdoor weather file was automatically 
introduced in the EnergyPlus model [31] to obtain the soil/slab interface 
temperature for the selected point (Block #3, Fig. 2). WUFI®Plus needs 
this input if the simulated model is in direct contact with soil but does 
not have a model to obtain it. So, one of the EnergyPlus models – the 
Detailed ground heat transfer model [31] – that allows to obtain these 
values was used, so that the soil/slab interface temperature was both 
location and period dependent. Fourthly, the previously built outdoor 
weather file and soil/slab interface temperature were automatically 
introduced in the model obtained in Block #4. Subsequently, the sim-
ulations are run in WUFI®Plus (Block #4, Fig. 2). 

After all simulations are carried out, the respective geographical 
distribution maps are produced (Fig. 3), which allows to analyse the 
geographical distribution of the selected parameter. This methodology 
can be applied to several different types of analysis, such as assessing the 
geographical variance of the indoor climate (e.g. Refs. [9,32]), the ar-
tefacts conservation metrics (e.g. Refs. [9,32]), the energy consumption 
(e.g. Ref. [33]) or even assessing a retrofit potential to mitigate the ef-
fects of climate in accordance with the location of the case-study (e.g. 
like developed by Posani et al. [51], but for wide regions). The inputs 
and outputs of each of the five steps of the methodology are summarized 
in Table 1: 

In accordance with the time it requires to run each block, either the 
block was run in a single computer (PC #1 – Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-8500 
CPU @ 3.00 GHz and 16 GB of RAM and 64-bit operation system) or in 
multiple computers (PC #2 – Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6500 CPU @ 3.20 
GHz, 4 GB of RAM and a 64-bit operating system [24]) to compensate for 

the time it takes to run all the necessary code/simulations to complete 
the respective block [41]. 

Computer 1 was used for block #1, block #2 and block #3 since 
these blocks have negligible time consumption when compared to the 
procedures developed in block #4. To build one map, i.e. using the 229 
points that makeup the grid that the authors chose to characterize 
Portugal: block #1 takes ca. 64 min, block #2 takes ca. 2 min and block 
#3 takes ca. 48 min. Hence, it takes less than 2 h to perform the first 
three blocks for the 229 selected locations, i.e. to obtain the necessary 
inputs – weather file and Tsoil/slab – for one location only takes 30 s. 

Multiple instances of the second computer were used for block #4 
(takes 209 h to run the 229 sims in PC #1), since it takes a considerable 
amount of time to run all the necessary hygrothermal simulations [24]. 
Finally, the maps shown in section 3 were built using PC#1, since it is 
necessary to gather all the obtained data in one place to build them. The 
time it takes to build the maps is negligible when compared to the 
procedures of block #4. 

The authors believe that it is essential that this methodology func-
tions independently from the user so that the maps are produced effi-
ciently. For this purpose, an original code was developed in MATLAB 
that automatically builds these maps integrating all steps shown in 
Fig. 2. Although this code was originally built for MATLAB it can easily 
be adapted to other languages, such as, PYTHON. 

Fig. 3. Overview of the methodology to build the variance maps.  

Table 1 
Inputs and outputs for each of the five steps of the developed methodology.  

Block Inputs Outputs 

#1 •Region/country limits 
•Raw meteorological data 

•Grid point location (longitude, 
latitude & elevation) 
•Location weather data: 1) 
temperature, 2) relative humidity, 
3) air pressure, 4) global radiation 
and diffuse radiation, 5) 
atmospheric counter radiation, 6) 
precipitation, 7) cloud index, 8) 
wind direction and speed 

#2 •EN 15927-4: 1) temperature, 2) 
relative humidity, 3) global radia-
tion and 4) Wind speed. Subse-
quently, the other weather 
parameters are also used 
•Skartveit & Olseth: 1) global 
radiation, 2) extraterrestrial solar 
radiation, 3) solar elevation 

•EN 15927-4: test reference year 
•Skartveit & Olseth: global 
radiation spitted in direct and 
diffuse radiation 
•Outdoor weather in .wac file 
format 

#3 •Outdoor weather file (.wac) 
•EnergyPlus model (St. Cristóvão 
Church [37]) 

•Soil/slab interface temperature 
file that is location and period 
dependent 

#4 •Outdoor weather file 
•Soil/slab interface temperature file 
•WUFI®Plus model (St. Cristóvão 
Church [31]) 

•Indoor conditions - Temperature 
& Relative humidity for historical 
values and future conditions 

#5  • Indoor conditions •Built maps  
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In addition, to verify the accuracy of the developed maps, namely the 
geographical distribution of annual mean temperature and relative hu-
midity, two grids were generated: 1) a finer grid with a 0.2◦ spacing 
(corresponds approximately to 20 km), and 2) a coarser grid with a 
spacing of 0.4◦ (corresponds approximately to 40 km). Fig. 4 illustrates 
the locations used by the finer and coarser grids to determine the indoor 
conditions and, subsequently, generate the variance maps presented in 
section 3.3. 

Therefore, in order to obtain the variance maps with a 0.2◦ resolution 
(constant locations), two paths were followed: 1) the finer grid with a 
0.2◦ spacing was directly used to compute the variance map, and 2) the 
coarser grid with a 0.4◦ spacing was employed in combination with 
several interpolation functions available in MATLAB, i.e. linear, cubic, 
makima and spline. Note that, to minimize computing time, all locations 
generated for the coarser grid are also present in the finer grid (see 
Fig. 4). Moreover, since both grids were used to compute variance maps 
for the same locations (finer grid), one may readily compare the value 
attained resorting to both paths. Finally, the computational cost versus 
the accuracy of each grid was also analysed. 

2.4. Portuguese climate 

The Köppen classification [52] divides Portugal (continental) in two 
types of temperate climate [53]: 1) a temperate climate with a rainy 
winter and a hot and dry Summer (Csa); and 2) a temperate climate with 
a rainy winter and dry and mild Summer (Csb) [54,55]. Although the 
climate in Portugal can be generally characterized by being temperate, 
which is largely influenced by the ocean when dealing with coastal lo-
cations, it is also visible that the climate can have significant changes in 
accordance with the location [54]. 

For this purpose, six locations with substantial different climates 
were selected, three coastal locations – Porto, Lisboa and Faro – and 
three locations in the interior of Portugal – Bragança, Portalegre and 
Beja, to perform the analysis presented in 3.1 and 3.2. In order to have 
more accurate assessments, the cities’ values presented in 3.1 and 3.2 
correspond to the grid point that is nearest to each of the cities’ co-
ordinates presented in Table 2. 

In terms of the coastal climates (Table 2), it is visible that Faro is the 
warmest climate (highest annual temperature average, 17.4 ◦C; and 
lowest heating period, 4.8 months) with the highest annual radiation 
sum (2040 kWh/m2a), while Porto is the less warm (lowest annual 

temperature average, 15.8 ◦C; and highest heating period, 6.2 months) 
and lowest annual radiation sum (1786 kWh/m2a). On contrast, Porto is 
the one with the highest annual precipitation (1147 mm/a) and the 
highest annual relative humidity (81%), while Faro is the one the lowest 
annual precipitation (509 mm/a) and the lowest annual relative hu-
midity (74%). Finally, Lisbon is the most intermediate climate. 

In terms of the interior climates (Table 2), it is visible that Beja is the 
warmest climate although it does not attain the highest temperatures (it 
has the highest annual average temperature, 17.9 ◦C, and the lowest 
heating period, 5 months; but Portalegre attains the highest maximum 
temperature, 39.0 ◦C) with Beja having the highest annual radiation sum 
(2001 kWh/m2a), while Bragança is the less warm (lowest annual 
temperature average, 13.8 ◦C; and highest heating period, 7.3 months 
and attains below zero temperatures) and with a lower annual radiation 
sum (1731 kWh/m2a). Portalegre has a similar climate to Beja, although 
normally the values are of lower magnitude. In terms of relative hu-
midity, the three locations have similar values, but in terms of precipi-
tation the highest value corresponds to Portalegre (852 mm/a), followed 
by Bragança (758 mm/a) and then by Beja (572 mm/a). 

Overall, the coastal climates are more moderate climates than the 
interior climates because of the ocean moderating effect [56]. The 
values presented in Table 2 were acquired using the Portuguese reference 
meteorological years, which were obtained from LNEG’s climate data 
excel tool [57]. The only exception to this database is the normal rain 
values, which were taken from the normals for the Portuguese climate 
developed by The Portuguese Institute for Sea and Atmosphere (IPMA) 
[58]. 

3. Results and discussion 

This section is divided in three subsections. Firstly, the map-built 
methodology described previously is used to determine how the in-
door air temperature (Figs. 5 and 6) and relative humidity (Figs. 7 and 8) 
inside high thermal inertia historic buildings are going to be affected by 
climate change in subsections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. This assessment 
is carried out by presenting maps that are built from the difference be-
tween a given scenario results – i.e. RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 – and time 
period – i.e. near-future (NF) and far-future (FF) – against the historic 
values. 

This assessment option allows to compare the maps presented in 
each time period (e.g. Fig. 5a and e) but not between different time 

Fig. 4. Fine and coarse grids used in subsections 3.1 & 3.2 and subsection 3.3, respectively (a) and Portugal’s districts (b).  
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periods (e.g. Fig. 5a vs Fig. 6a), since the temperature/relative humidity 
difference scale differs in accordance with the time period. The indoor 
monthly moving average [59], either air temperature or relative humidity 
depending on the figure, are also presented in these figures for the 
highlighted locations. The seasons of the year are also represented in 
these figures with W corresponding to winter, Sp to spring, S to summer 
and A to autumn. 

Thirdly, the accuracy of the geographical distribution of| annual 
indoor air temperature and relative humidity is assessed resorting to 
grids with different spacings (0.2◦ and 0.4◦ with interpolation) in sub-
section 3.3. This accuracy is verified both in terms of the absolute dif-
ference observed for the annual indoor air temperature (Fig. 9) and the 
annual relative humidity (Fig. 10). Moreover, the distribution of tem-
perature and relative humidity relative differences according to the used 
interpolation function is also presented and analysed (Table 3). 

3.1. Geographical variance of the indoor air temperature 

3.1.1. Near future – RCP 4.5 & RCP 8.5 
This subsection addresses the expected variance of the indoor air 

temperature for high thermal inertia buildings in the near future (NF) in 
relation to the near past for both assessed RCP scenarios. This variance is 
shown for RCP 4.5 in Fig. 5a, and for scenario RCP 8.5 in Fig. 5e. 

In scenario RCP 4.5, most of the locations have a temperature in-
crease between 0.5 and 1.0 ◦C, i.e. 96 % of the 229 locations with 2.1% 
having a higher increase and 1.7% a lower increase (Fig. 5a). While for 
scenario RCP 8.5, a higher indoor increase is expected (Fig. 5e). Most of 
the locations have a temperature increase that ranges between 1.0 and 
1.5 ◦C, i.e. 87.8%, with only a small percentage having an increase 
below this range, i.e. 12.2%. This shows there is a significant shift in 
terms of indoor temperature for scenario RCP 8.5, which is clearly 
higher than RCP 4.5. 

The difference between the coastal and interior zones is not so 
evident for scenario RCP 4.5 since most of the country has a similar 
colour (Fig. 5a). Even so, it is visible that the increase of indoor tem-
perature is slightly lower in the coastal zones than in the interior. For 
example, if Porto is compared against Bragança (Fig. 5b), it is visible that 
Porto is a more moderate climate than Bragança since during the cold 
months the indoor temperature is higher and during the warm months 
the indoor temperature is lower. Similar trends are visible for the other 
two sets of assessed climates, but to a lower extent. The big differences 
between Lisboa and Portalegre occur in the end of spring, the whole 
summer and the beginning of autumn (Fig. 5c). On the other hand, the 
big difference between Faro and Beja occurs during the end of winter 
(Fig. 5d). These differences are logical due to the buffering effect that 
enormous volumes of water, e.g. oceans and seas, have on moderating 
the temperature in nearby land [56]. 

In contrast, for scenario RCP 8.5, a distinction between the west coast 
and interior zones is much more visible, with the first having an increase 
of the indoor temperature close to 1.0 ◦C, whilst for the interior zones, a 

higher increase is expected that reaches an increase of 1.5 ◦C (Fig. 5e). 
This is clearly depicted by the comparison of the indoor temperature 
variance between Porto and Bragança (Fig. 5f), as well as Lisboa and 
Portalegre (Fig. 5g), but not so much on the comparison between Faro 
and Beja (Fig. 5h). Both Portuguese coasts, i.e. west and south, are in 
contact with the Atlantic Ocean. However, while the Portuguese west 
coast is characterized by high energetic waves [60], the southern coast is 
characterized by more moderate wave energy [60], which seems to 
result in a lower buffering effect. 

3.1.2. Far future – RCP 4.5 & RCP 8.5 
This subsection presents the expected variance of the indoor air 

temperature for high thermal inertia buildings in the far future (FF) in 
relation to the near past. This is shown for scenario RCP 4.5 in Fig. 6a, 
and then shown for scenario RCP 8.5 in Fig. 6e. 

For scenario RCP 4.5, most of the simulated locations have a tem-
perature increase that ranges between 1.5 and 2.0 ◦C, i.e. 87 % of the 
229 locations and 13.1% of these locations have a lower increase 
(Fig. 6a). Most of the locations indoor temperature increase shifted from 
the range 0.5–1.0 ◦C to range 1.5–2.0 ◦C from the near to the far-future 
for this scenario, which shows the general expected trend in terms of 
indoor temperature. For scenario RCP 8.5, most simulated locations, i.e. 
58 %, have a temperature increase that ranges between 2.5 and 3.0 ◦C, 
and 29.7% of the locations have even a higher increase. These quite 
significant shifts clearly show that RCP 8.5 in the far future is the most 
affecting scenario, which is understandable while considering what was 
mentioned in section 1. 

The difference between the coastal and interior zones is not so 
evident for scenario RCP 4.5. However, it is visible that the increase of 
the indoor temperature is slightly lower in the coastal zones (lighter 
yellow, which corresponds to a lower temperature increase, Fig. 6a) 
than in the interior zones (darker yellow, which corresponds to a higher 
temperature increase, Fig. 6a). In contrast, for scenario RCP 8.5, a 
distinction between the west coast and the interior zones is much more 
visible, when compared with RCP 4.5 (Fig. 6a and e). In addition, and 
differently from the near-future (Fig. 5), it is also visible a clear 
distinction between the south coast and the interior zones. 

By comparing Porto and Bragança for scenario RCP 4.5, it is visible 
that the increases are similar throughout the year with the more sig-
nificant differences occurring in winter, and during the last part of the 
summer and the beginning-mid autumn, the difference is a rather con-
stant, i.e. 0.6 ◦C (Fig. 6b). It is evident that Porto still has a more 
temperate climate than Bragança. For Lisbon and Portalegre, the major 
differences occur during summer, and at a lower extent during the 
beginning of autumn, since for the remaining of the year, the two in-
creases are similar (Fig. 6c). Lisbon still has a more moderate climate 
than Portalegre, specially during warmer months (Fig. 6c). The major 
difference for Faro and Beja seems to occur in winter, and at the border 
between spring and summer (Fig. 6d). 

On the other hand, for scenario RCP 8.5, significant differences exist 

Table 2 
Overview of the six selected cities climate [57,58] and their respective coordinates.  

Climates Coastal climates Interior climates 

Porto Lisboa Faro Bragança Portalegre Beja 

Temperature (◦C) Max 32.7 32.1 35.0 35.9 39.0 38.5 
Mean 15.8 16.6 17.4 13.8 17.2 17.9 
Min 2.2 3.7 3.3 − 2.3 1.4 2.1 

Relative humidity (%) Max 98 98 98 98 99 98 
Mean 81 78 74 75 74 76 
Min 37 32 22 15 15 15 

Normal rain (mm/a) 1147 726 509 758 852 572 
Radiation horiz. (kWh/m2a) 1786 1938 2040 1731 1920 2001 
Heating period (M) 6.2 5.3 4.8 7.3 5.3 5.0 
Coordinates Latitude 41.15◦ 38.72◦ 37.02◦ 41.81◦ 39.29◦ 38.02◦

Longitude − 8.61◦ − 9.13◦ − 7.93◦ − 6.76◦ − 7.43◦ − 7.86◦
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Fig. 5. Geographical distribution of the annual mean indoor air temperature for RCP 4.5 in the near-future (NF) climate minus the reference climate for Portugal (a) 
and indoor monthly moving average for Porto vs Bragrança (b), Lisboa vs Portalegre (c) and Faro vs Beja (d); and Geographical distribution of the annual mean indoor 
air temperature for RCP 8.5 in the near future (NF) climate minus the reference climate for Portugal (e) and indoor monthly moving average for Porto vs Bragrança (f), 
Lisboa vs Portalegre (g) and Faro vs Beja (h). 
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Fig. 6. Geographical distribution of the annual mean indoor air temperature for RCP 4.5 in the far future (FF) climate minus the reference climate for Portugal (a) and 
indoor monthly moving average for Porto vs Bragrança (b), Lisboa vs Portalegre (c) and Faro vs Beja (d); and Geographical distribution of the annual mean indoor air 
temperature for RCP 8.5 in the far future (FF) climate minus the reference climate for Portugal (e) and indoor monthly moving average for Porto vs Bragrança (f), 
Lisboa vs Portalegre (g) and Faro vs Beja (h). 
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between Porto and Bragança throughout the year, but they are more 
substantial during the summer (Fig. 6f). In addition, it is visible that 
Porto has a much more temperate climate than Bragança (Fig. 6f). A 
major constant difference between Lisboa and Portalegre is observed 
during the whole summer, and the whole autumn, as well during some 
periods in spring (Fig. 6g). Once again, it is visible that the coastal 
climate has a more temperate climate than the interior climate, espe-
cially in the warm months (Fig. 6g). Finally, no substantial distinction 
between Faro and Beja is observed, except at the end of winter, and at 
the beginning of autumn (Fig. 6h). 

3.2. Geographical variance of the indoor air relative humidity 

3.2.1. Near future – RCP 4.5 & RCP 8.5 
This subsection presents the expected geographical variance of the 

indoor relative humidity in the near future in relation to the near past. 
This analysis is firstly shown for RCP 4.5 (Fig. 7a) and then for RCP 8.5 
(Fig. 7e). The analysis of the indoor temperature can be assumed to be 
much more reliable than the analysis of the relative humidity, due to the 
substantial variability nature of RH, which is both moisture and tem-
perature dependent. For example, when T increases, RH decreases, but 
on the other hand, when moisture increases, RH increases [61]. None-
theless, it is quite interesting to assess the RH for this kind of buildings 
due to its great influence on the conservation of artefacts [2]. 

It is visible that for the majority of the coastal zones – west and south 
– an increase of relative humidity is expected for scenario RCP 4.5 
(Fig. 7a), whilst in some interior regions, i.e. Portalegre and Beja dis-
tricts, a decrease of the relative humidity is expected in the near future. 
This behaviour is noticeable by comparing, for example, Lisboa and 
Portalegre as well as Faro and Beja, i.e. a coastal location versus an 
interior location. In conclusion, most of the simulated locations have a 
relative humidity increase of 0.0–3.0%, i.e. 84 %, with 6.6% having a 
higher increase and 14.4% of the locations corresponding to a decrease 
of indoor RH. 

Generally, a similar behaviour for scenario RCP 8.5 is observed when 
compared with RCP 4.5 (Fig. 7a and e), i.e. in the majority of the coastal 
zones, an increase of relative humidity is expected, whilst in some zones 
of the eastern interior regions of Portugal (i.e. Beja, Évora and Porta-
legre), a decrease of the relative humidity is expected in the near future. 
By comparing the results for RCP 4.5 and 8.5 is possible to observe 
singular differences, e.g. in Bragança the increase is higher (1.3% for 
RCP 4.5 and 3.1% for RCP 8.5), but Portalegre changes from a decrease 
of RH of -0.5% for RCP 4.5 to an increase of 0.6% for RCP 8.5. For 
scenario RCP 8.5, most of the locations have a relative humidity increase 
of 0.0–3.0%, i.e. 90 %, with 1.7% having a higher increase and 7.9% 
corresponding to a decrease. 

For the six selected locations, different behaviours are observed. An 
increase of the indoor relative humidity is expected for Porto and Bra-
gança (Fig. 7a), but to a higher extent for Porto (2.3%) than for Bragança 
(1.3%). On contrary, opposite behaviours are seen for Lisboa and Por-
telegre. While the indoor RH in Lisboa is expected to increase (1.6%), it 
will decrease for Portalegre (-0.5%) in comparison with the near past 
(Fig. 7a). The major differences occur at the end of summer, and during 
most of autumn. Finally, opposite behaviours are also seen for Faro and 
Beja. While the indoor RH in Faro is expected to slightly increase (0.4%), 
it is expected to decrease for Beja (-0.9%) (Fig. 7a). The major differ-
ences between them occur during the spring and summer. 

An increase of the indoor RH is expected for both Porto and Bragança 
if the world evolves as described by RCP 8.5 in the near future (Fig. 7e), 
but to higher extent for Bragança (3.1%) than for Porto (2.5%). In fact, 
these locations have a similar trend throughout the year (Fig. 7f) with 
the exceptions occurring mostly in spring, and in summer. The expected 
indoor RH increase is similar for Lisboa and Portalegre (Fig. 7e), i.e. 
1.4% and 0.6%, respectively. In fact, the evolution of the RH trend for 
these two locations is quite similar (Fig. 7g), with the major differences 
occurring during the end of spring, though there are other smaller 

differences that occur during the other seasons, e.g. the peaks detected 
in summer (Fig. 7g). Finally, the opposite behaviour is observed in Faro 
and Beja (Fig. 7e). While in Faro an increase of the indoor RH of 2.5% is 
expected, a decrease of -0.5% is expected for Beja. This is clearly seen in 
the monthly mean moving average comparison between these two lo-
cations (Fig. 7h). 

3.2.2. Far future – RCP 4.5 & RCP 8.5 
Here, it is shown the expected variance of the relative humidity of 

the indoor air in the far future in relation to the near past, firstly for RCP 
4.5 (Fig. 8a) and then for RCP 8.5 (Fig. 8e). 

An increase of relative humidity is expected in both coastal zones of 
Portugal, although the magnitude of these increase varies for scenario 
RCP 4.5 (Fig. 8a). In the east interior regions of Portalegre, Évora and 
Beja districts, a decrease of the relative humidity is expected in the far 
future, while it is also visible for some zones of the districts of Castelo 
Branco and Faro but limited to smaller areas when compared to the first 
three mentioned districts. These different behaviours are visible, e.g 
comparing Lisboa and Portalegre. Most of the locations have a relative 
humidity increase of 0.0–3.0%, i.e. 79.4%, with 12.7% having a higher 
increase and 7.9% corresponding to a decrease. 

Conversely, an increase of relative humidity is expected for both 
coastal zones for scenario RCP 8.5, but much more significant for the 
west coast when compared with scenario RCP 4.5 (Fig. 8a and e). Whilst 
in the east interior regions of Évora and Beja districts and somehow 
Portalegre, a decrease of the relative humidity is expected. However, 
these decreases occur in a smaller area when compared with the RCP 4.5 
(Fig. 8a and e). These different behaviours are visible comparing, e.g. 
Faro and Beja. Most of the assessed locations have a relative humidity 
increase of 0.0–3.0%, i.e. 65.5%, with 28.8% having a higher increase 
and 5.7% corresponding to a decrease. 

Different behaviours are observed in the six selected locations for 
scenario RCP 4.5. An increase of the indoor relative humidity is expected 
for Porto and Bragança (Fig. 8a), but to a higher extent for the first 
climate, i.e. 2.6 and 1.3%, respectively. The major differences between 
these locations occur during summer and the end of autumn. On the 
other hand, Lisboa and Portelegre are expected to behave with opposite 
trends (Fig. 8a). The indoor RH in Lisboa is expected to increase by 3.2% 
and to decrease by -0.6% for Portalegre. The major difference between 
them occurs during the second half of the spring, at the end of summer, 
and during the first half of autumn (Fig. 8c). Lastly, similar behaviours 
for most of the year are observed for Faro and Beja (Fig. 8d). The indoor 
RH in Faro is expected to increase by 1.5%, closely followed by Beja’s, i. 
e. 1.0%. The major differences are visible during spring, but they are 
also visible, to a lower extent, during summer (Fig. 8d). 

All the six selected climates have similar behaviour, at different ex-
tents, for scenario RCP 8.5, i.e. increase of the indoor relative humidity. 
An increase of the indoor relative humidity is expected for Porto and 
Bragrança (Fig. 8e), but to a higher extent for the first, i.e. 3.9 and 2.7%, 
respectively. The major differences are visible during the summer, and 
the end of autumn (Fig. 8f). Secondly, Lisboa and Portelegre are ex-
pected to have similar behaviours, since they have a very similar trend 
for most of the year (Fig. 8g), with increases of 2.6% and 1.2%, 
respectively. The major differences are visible during the second half of 
summer, and at the second half of autumn. Lastly, Faro and Beja have 
similar behaviours but to very different extents, i.e. increases of 2.7% 
and 0.5%, respectively (Fig. 8e). The major differences are visible during 
spring, but also in the end of the summer (Fig. 8h). 

3.3. Geographical finesse grid influence on the results 

The present section reports the study conducted to verify the accu-
racy of the geographical distribution of the historical annual indoor air 
temperature and relative humidity. The accuracy was verified by means 
of the difference between the results determined on a 0.2◦ spacing grid 
resorting to two grids with distinct spacings. Namely, a 0.2◦ spacing grid 
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Fig. 7. Geographical distribution of the annual mean indoor relative humidity for RCP 4.5 in the near future (NF) climate minus the reference climate for Portugal (a) 
and the indoor monthly moving average for Porto vs Bragrança (b), Lisboa vs Portalegre (c) and Faro vs Beja (d); and Geographical distribution of the annual mean 
indoor relative humidity for RCP 8.5 in the near future (NF) climate minus the reference climate for Portugal (e) and the indoor monthly moving average for Porto vs 
Bragrança (f), Lisboa vs Portalegre (g) and Faro vs Beja (h). 
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Fig. 8. Geographical distribution of the annual mean indoor relative humidity for RCP 4.5 in the far future (FF) climate minus the reference climate for Portugal (a) and 
the indoor monthly moving average for Porto vs Bragrança (b), Lisboa vs Portalegre (c), and Faro vs Beja (d); and Geographical distribution of the annual mean indoor 
relative humidity for RCP 8.5 in the far future (FF) climate minus the reference climate for Portugal (e) and the indoor monthly moving average for Porto vs Bragrança 
(f), Lisboa vs Portalegre (g), and Faro vs Beja (h). 
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Fig. 9. Geographical distribution in Portugal for the difference in annual mean indoor air temperature: 0.2◦ spacing grid minus the 0.4◦ spacing grid with a Linear 
interpolation (a), a Cubic interpolation (b), a Makima interpolation (c) and a Spline interpolation. 
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Fig. 10. Geographical distribution in Portugal for the difference in annual mean indoor air relative humidity: 0.2◦ spacing grid minus the 0.4◦ spacing grid with a 
Linear interpolation (a), a Cubic interpolation (b), a Makima interpolation (c) and a Spline interpolation. 
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(approximately 20 km), which was used throughout the whole mapping 
methodology (in subsections 3.1 and 3.2) and a coarser grid (i.e. a 0.4◦

spacing, which corresponds to approximately 40 km) used in combina-
tion with an interpolation function. An analysis is conducted to obtain 
the differences in terms of annual mean indoor air temperature and 
relative humidity according to the used interpolation function and verify 
the influence of the interpolation’s smoothing effect on the attained 
geographical distribution. 

The difference in terms of annual mean indoor air temperature and 
relative humidity, respectively, between the coarser and finer grid 
(coarse minus fine) according to the used interpolation function are 
illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10. A positive difference indicates that the 
interpolation function computes a larger value when compared with the 
finer grid, whilst a negative difference implies an underestimation of the 
correct value. As expected, null differences are obtained at the locations 
shared by both grids, regardless of the considered interpolation func-
tion, since no interpolation is required. 

Through the analysis of these figures, it is possible to verify that, at 
locations where the interpolation function does not require extrapola-
tion, smaller differences are observed when compared with locations at 
which extrapolation is necessary. These larger differences are especially 
noticeable for the cubic and spline interpolations. Specifically, when the 
linear and makima interpolation functions are used for extrapolation, 
absolute differences between -5 and 5% relative humidity are attained, 
while the cubic and spline interpolation functions yield absolute dif-
ferences in terms of relative humidity raging between -7.5 and 12%. 

The average, 25th and 75th percentiles and the most extreme data 
point that is not an outlier, henceforth referred to as adjacent values, of 
the annual mean indoor air temperature and relative humidity are 
summarized in Table 3, depending on the used interpolation function. 
Analysing the referred table, one may verify that all interpolation 
functions yield average values close to zero in terms of annual mean 
indoor air temperature’s difference, with the linear and makima in-
terpolations function resulting in the lowest average difference (i.e. 
-0.09 ◦C). 

Additionally, the linear interpolation has the upper and lower adja-
cent values closest to zero and, consequently, the smallest standard 
deviation. Alternatively, the cubic and spline interpolation functions 
yield the largest standard deviations due to the large differences 
observed at locations where extrapolation is required. 

In terms of the annual mean indoor relative humidity’s differences 
presented in Table 3, the depicted average values are also very close to 
null, with the largest absolute difference taking a value of 0.14% relative 
humidity. When comparing the upper and lower adjacent values 
attained by the several interpolation functions, one verifies that the 
linear and the cubic lead to the lower and upper adjacent values closest 
to zero, respectively. The linear interpolation function yields the 
smallest standard deviation. Additionally, when analysing the computed 
differences for the near and far future geographical distributions of 
annual mean indoor temperature and relative humidity, similar con-
clusions were attained. 

If one only considers the differences summarized in Table 3, all 
interpolation functions yield low differences on average and may be 
considered as adequate. However, through the observation of the 

geographic distributions illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10, it possible to verify 
some interpolation functions greatly over and under predict the finer 
grid values at locations where extrapolation is necessary, highlighting 
the importance of analysing the geographic distribution. 

The computational cost versus accuracy of each grid was also ana-
lysed. Therefore, resorting to the time required to perform the complete 
mapping procedure for one point (approximately 55 min), one may 
verify that the coarser grid, which contains 60 locations, requires 55 h to 
determine the geographical distribution of the annual mean temperature 
and relative humidity in Portugal. This corresponds to 26% of the time 
spent to generate the geographical variance of the indoor conditions 
presented in subsections 3.1 and 3.2, which were determined resorting 
to the 0.2◦ spacing grid. Nonetheless, when comparing the results ob-
tained resorting to the finer grid and coarser grid together with the 
linear or makima interpolation function, maximum relative differences 
between approximately -10 and 7% are observed for the annual mean 
temperature, while the annual mean relative humidity’s relative dif-
ferences range between approximately -6 and 7.5%. Moreover, the 5th 
and 95th percentile do not surpass ±4% for temperature (±1 ◦C) and 
±3% for relative humidity (±3 %RH), clearly indicating that the coarser 
grid is advantageous, since a 74% decrease in required time is achieved 
with relatively low errors. 

Alternatively, if a finer grid is required, the 0.2◦ spacing grid may be 
used in combination with the linear or makima interpolation functions 
to obtain the annual mean temperature and relative humidity with a 
finer spatial resolution, since the meteorological data used in the present 
study is available for a 0.2◦ spacing grid. 

4. Conclusions 

This paper studies the geographical variance of the indoor climate of 
historic buildings of high thermal inertia under current and future 
conditions to determine how these conditions are expected to evolve due 
to climate change. This effort will enable to determine the areas in 
Portugal more susceptible to the effects of climate change, and, there-
fore, implement proper changes fitted for each location to safeguard the 
indoor climate. 

For this purpose, a five-step methodology was developed by means of 
using several different tools – e.g. building’s computational models, 
future and historic weather files, among others – connected through 
MATLAB. The methodology is flexible in whole its five major compo-
nents and it is user independent, which is excellent since it decreases 
user error associated to monotonous activities. In order to build one map 
– i.e. 229 locations – each of the first four blocks, which compose the 
developed methodology, took the following time:  

• Block #1 (Set the meteorological data, method #1) – took ca. 64 min;  
• Block #2 (Build the outdoor weather file, method #1) – tool ca. 2 min;  
• Block #3 (Obtain Tsoil/slab, method #1) – took ca. 48 min;  
• Block #4 (Obtain Simulation outputs, method #2) – took ca. 209 h. 

It took less than 2 h to perform the first three blocks for the 229 
selected locations. Hence, it took less than 2 h to obtain the necessary 
inputs to run the hygrothermal simulation in block #4, i.e. the outdoor 

Table 3 
Distribution of the annual mean indoor air temperature’s differences and the annual mean indoor relative humidity’s differences according to the used inter-
polation function.  

Interpolation function Temperature [◦C] Relative humidity [%] 

Average Percentile Adjacent values Average Percentile Adjacent values 

25th 75th Lower Upper 25th 75th Lower Upper 

Linear − 0.09 − 0.30 0.11 − 0.86 0.67 0.11 − 0.55 0.84 − 2.37 2.52 
Cubic − 0.11 − 0.32 0.12 − 0.97 0.73 0.12 − 0.57 0.86 − 2.48 2.41 
Makima − 0.09 − 0.32 0.12 − 0.89 0.69 0.09 − 0.55 0.76 − 2.44 2.42 
Spline − 0.15 − 0.31 0.14 − 0.97 0.80 0.14 − 0.69 0.81 − 2.60 2.67  
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weather files and Tsoil/slab files. This means that it took only 30 s to 
obtain these inputs for each location. It is also visible that block #4 is the 
most time demanding, but this can be lessened by using more powerful 
computers than the ones that were used in this study or even use a larger 
amount of computers. On the other hand, the time it took to perform 
block #5 is negligible compared to most of the other blocks – i.e. took 
less than 7 s to build each map. 

The developed methodology to show data in accordance with loca-
tion (i.e. maps) is independent from the used computational model. This 
means that it can easily adapted to other models or even use more than 
one model at time. This latter option allows, if necessary, to use a 
representative building in accordance with each region of Europe. 
Additionally, this methodology can be fitted to any region or country or 
even use a finer or a coarser grid depending on the aims of the carried- 
out study. An improvement to the grid’s definition block of the meth-
odology is envision by producing more grid points outside the limits of 
the region that is being analysed when it is a land bordering region (e.g. 
Bragança border with the respective Spain region) or include grid points 
at the region limits when it is a water bordering region (e.g. coastal area 
of the Lisbon region with the Atlantic ocean). In total, 1145 hygro-
thermal simulations were run to build the therein presented maps. 

In terms of the assessment of the indoor conditions, it was seen that 
the buffering effect that the ocean has on the coastal area is transmitted 
to their respective indoor climates. It was also seen that the coastal in-
door climates are more moderate than the interior ones, although the 
buffering effect is higher in the west coast than in the south coast. Note 
that the results presented here were obtained using a calibrated hygro-
thermal model of a high thermal inertia historic building. This has to be 
taken into account in case its results and conclusions are to be used for 
other cases, especially for non-high thermal inertia historic buildings. 

It was also shown that there is a significant increase in terms of in-
door temperature from scenario RCP 4.5, 96% of the locations have an 
increase of 0.5–1.0 ◦C, to scenario RCP 8.5, 88% of the locations have 
increases of 1.0–1.5 ◦C, in the near future. This behaviour has even a 
bigger magnitude in the far future, i.e. 87 % of the locations have an 
increase of 1.5–2.0 ◦C for RCP 4.5 and 58% of the locations have an 
increase of 2.5–3.0 ◦C for RCP 8.5. 

In terms of relative humidity in the near future, it was shown that in 
the majority of the coastal zones, an increase is expected, whilst in some 
interior regions, i.e. more significantly for Beja, Évora and Portalegre 
districts, a decrease is expected, which will gradually lose importance as 
time advances. For RCP 4.5 in the near future, 84% of the simulated 
locations are expected to have an increase of the indoor RH of 0.0–3.0%, 
while the same concept rises to 90% for RCP 8.5. In the far future, a 
greater number of locations will have a higher increase than 3.0%, i.e. 
12.7% for RCP 4.5 and 28.8% for RCP 8.5, while these percentages were 
respectively only 6.6% and 1.7% in the near future. This shows that 
gradually, most of the country, is expected to have an increase of indoor 
RH. 

Finally, the accuracy of the geographical distribution of the annual 
indoor air temperature and relative humidity determined for a 0.2◦

spacing grid was verified in the present study. Through the comparison 
of the results determined resorting to the 0.2◦ spacing grid and to a grid 
with a 0.4◦ spacing in combination with several interpolation functions, 
one may conclude that, when an adequate interpolation function was 
used, the coarser grid was able to correctly simulate the geographical 
distribution of annual indoor air temperature and relative humidity. At 
the locations in which extrapolation was not performed, small differ-
ences were achieved, whilst some interpolation functions greatly over 
and under predict the finer grid value at locations where extrapolation 
was necessary. Moreover, a 74% decrease in required time was achieved 
with relatively low errors (±4% for temperature and ±3% for relative) 
when the linear or makima interpolation functions were used. 
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